DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY

Commencement Ceremony

SATURDAY, JUNE 20, 2020
VIDEO TO RUN AFTER UO LIVE WEBCAST AT 9:00-10:00 A.M. PDT

Welcome
Daniela Vallega-Neu
Professor of Philosophy and Department Head

Presentation of Paideia Award
Sydney Hanover
Student Representative to the Undergraduate Studies Committee

Presentation of Graduate Philosophy Matters Award
Graduate Studies Committee

Presentation of Undergraduate Philosophy Matters Award
Ramón Alvarado
Assistant Professor of Philosophy and Data Science Initiative

Presentation of Master’s Candidate
Daniela Vallega-Neu
Professor of Philosophy and Department Head

Presentation of Phi Beta Kappa students
Erin McKenna
Professor of Philosophy and Associate Department Head

Presentation of Department Honors
Philosophy Faculty

Presentation of Baccalaureate Candidates

Faculty Congratulations
Master's Degree Candidates
Nicolas Samuel Blos Brooks
James Robert Emery
*Heidegger, Nietzsche, and the Questionability of Truth*
Advisor: Daniela Vallega-Neu

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
Lindsay Erin Adams
Amanda Isabelle Amezcu
Jennifer Arabelle Arteaga Trejo
Zachariah Spiv Hayden Bendat
Ellie Grace Chandler 3, 4
Will Walker Christensen
Saige Caroline Christiansen
Noah Frayzer Coolman
Luke Currie
Timothy Andrew Curtiss
EnGedi Samara Darling
Gage Jordan Degeus
Arthur Christian Delarosa
Alexandra Lorraine Dennen
Dakota Grace Derderian
Kye Watanabe Devore
Tucker Timothy Lee Engle
Samantha Sarah Everett
Emma Rochelle Fallon
Emmett William Floyd
Jacob Kyle Fogoros
Natalie Gabrielle Fontes
Caira Renee Grade Galloway
Matthew James Golinski
Michael Leland Gould
Thomas Edward Graham
Joshua Guenther
Alexandria Mamie Hanna 1, 4
Sydney Paige Hanover 1, 4, 6
Nicholas Scott Haskins
Alyssa Maren Hill Hauser
Rainshine Thomas Heffner
Isaac E Holland
Saskia Marijke Ilcisin
Richard Wainwright Benn Jesser
Alexys Patricia Johnson
Benjamin A King 4
Annabella Dorothy Kline-Zilles
Hallie Tyler Medina Knight
Hanzhong Liu
Carlos Alexander Lucas 4
Aimee Chavez Marquez
Madeleine Louise Maszk
Chad McCarty
Katherine Anne McClelland
Tristan C McKibben
Ashley Janelle McMurray
Gabrielle Despina Mijalski-Fahim
Isaac Gregory Mitzel
Rachel Nicole Newman
William Francis O'Brien 6
Cameron Thomas O'Connell
Brya Kim Patterson
Tess Olivia Pauken
Claire Jetton Petitt 1, 6
Blake Nathaniel Preston
Laura Atkins Reich
Kelsey Ann Robles
Maxwell Jonathan Roloff
Rachel Emma Rothman
Shannon G Russell 1, 4, 6
Ian Mark Savage
Timothy John Schatz 6
Haley Michelle Seyranian
Sakira A Shahid
Jackson Richard Smith

Daniel Earl Snell
Sydney Danielle Sprague
William Guthrie Stafford 1, 4
Pollyanna Sue Stalie 6
Sarah Grace Steans
Taylor Isabel Steinberg
Rafaela Tapia
Morgan Rose Terhune
Kieley Adelon Trempy
Krishnapriya Vellaipandian
Sarah Nicole Vivoli
Samuel Jaffe Weber 2
Elizabeth Morgan West
Fiona Daltoso Wilcox
Julia Morgan Wright

1 Summa cum laude 2 Magna cum laude 3 Cum laude 4 Phi Beta Kappa 5 Oregon 6 Department honors
UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

Michael H. Schill, President
Patrick C. Phillips, Provost and Senior Vice President
Bruce Blonigen, Tykeson Dean of Arts and Sciences,
College of Arts and Sciences

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

To learn more about the UO Alumni Association,
visit alumni.uoregon.edu